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FORMAT:
One person at a time
Duration: depending on how many people would like to talk to their archetypal
lineage. Approx. 90 minutes

PURPOSE:
Get information about your archetypal lineage (AL).

SETUP:
See below.

INTRO / BACKGROUND:
-----

INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:

Setup:

Team

Person talking to
AL facing open
side of the circle
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Procedure:
 The client sits down in the chair and closes their eyes. They make their center,
bubble, grounding cord (which color is it?) and make a golden workspace around
them.
 Client starts: “I would like to talk to a representative of my archetypal lineage”
(client clicks with fingers)
 Space holder then asks the client some questions:
o Is there one person or several?
o Male or female?
o Young, middle-aged or older?
 If the client is having difficulties in seeing someone the space holder can say
“You don’t get it with your imagination. Use instead your energetic body.”
 If the client doesn’t understand the name or anything the representative says,
they can ask the representative to say it louder, clearer or differently so that they
can understand.
 You can ask the representative anything you want.
 If the representative is not clear or the conversation doesn’t get anywhere, the
client can also ask for another representative and click again with the fingers. The
client can then directly address the new representative. (“You just heard the
conversation I had…. Can you please tell me….”)
Here some excerpts from conversations with the AL:
Example 1:
 Client: “I am not sure about the name of my archetypal lineage. Please tell me the
name.”
 Client: “Is there anything I can do to train further and develop? ….How would this
look like?”
 Client: “Is there anything in the next time coming through the tube I should be
prepared for?”
 AL: “Yes…(probably client gets pictures or words)”
 ……
 Space holder: “Okay, if there is nothing more to say, click your finger and the
representative(s) go again behind you in the line of your archetypal lineage”.

Example 2:
 Client: “Hello my name is…, what is your name?”
 AL representative says name.
 Client: “Thank you for talking to me. I am getting to the point where I want to
serve my archetypal lineage.”
 Spaceholder: “What do they say?”
 ….
 Client: “What is the name of my archetypal lineage?”
 ….
 Client: “What are the next steps so that I can serve my archetypal lineage?”
 ….
 Client: “Can you say more about that, please?”
 …..
 Client: “I know you guys have been waiting for me a long time. I am working
towards really jacking in. I can see that the comforts you just mentioned are really
in the way.”
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Space holder: “What do they say?”….”You are swallowing a couple of feelings, let
them also speak.”

Example 3:
 Space holder: “Who appears as representative, one or several?”
 Client: “There are two in one, but I can’t see it clearly.”
 Space holder: “Ask them to amplify the contact.” (Still doesn’t work). “Ask them to
amplify the contact a thousand times” (that worked for the client)
 ….
 Space holder: “You have to shift something in the way you look at it. That’s what
illusion slayers look like. It is a mirror. That’s what you look like.”
 Client: “I feel sad, because there is no face.”
 Space holder: “What is the problem? The face is an illusion. Say it yourself!”
 Client: “The face is just an illusion.”…“What can I do to adjust myself to this other
reality?“
 Space holder: “If you can vanish an illusion, what else can you do? What if there
is no illusion, but there is one needed?”
 Client: “I can create an illusion.”

Example 4:
 Client: „I want to talk to a representative of my goddamn archetypal
lineage.“…..(a person appears)
 Client: “I have resistance against all this archetypal lineage thing. Is this a
problem for me?”
 AL: “Yes.”
 There were first 2 representatives, who were not to be taken seriously. The client
didn’t get any useful answers. It turned out that this was as test of the AL. When
he finally asked for a third representative, he got a real one, who could give
information. Then the client could reconnect to his archetypal lineage in the end.

Example 5:
 AL: „You are doing pretty well. You just got a little dusty.”
 Space holder: “Ask them to clean you from the dust.”
 AL did, which was an amazing experience of high level fun for the client.

DEBRIEF:
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